In juridical histories, justifications of war, conquest and dispossession are often treated as corruptions of European law and justice brought about by its imperialist and colonialist uses. This article inverts that view. Taking Vattel's Law of Nations (1758) as its key text and revolutionary America as its key context, it argues that war, conquest and dispossession were constitutive features of European political jurisprudence -the "law of nature and nations" -whose core premise was that justice does not exist between nations. Rather than being symptomatic of the corrupting backwash of law's imperialist and colonialist deployment, war and conquest are in fact indicative of the political-jurisprudential continuity that the law of nations established between European state-formation and colonialist empire-building.
To be sure, reason remains immutable, but when reason argues in behalf of both sides so that it is doubtful where the preponderating weight lies, we must appeal to custom for a decision. 1
Introduction
One of the striking features of a good deal of recent historiography dealing with the imposition of European law in colonial contexts is the manner in which it posits an initial period of juridical reciprocity or pluralism, in which shared norms had the potential to establish just relations between colonizers and colonized. 2 The moment of a just foundation proves fleeting, however, as the plural or cosmopolitan justice of first contact is quickly corrupted, by racial supremacism, bad anthropology, European land-hunger, and imperial rivalries. It is replaced by a legal order whose defining characteristic is to impose a univocal jurisdiction on indigenous inhabitants in the interests of subjecting them to the alien rule of a European territorial sovereign state.
For some historians of colonial America and Australia the initial period of juridical openness is grounded in humanitarianism and scientific curiosity, while its corruption through racism and anthropological ignorance is expressed in the doctrine of terra nullius: the legal means of political expropriation and subjection. 3 Others have located an initially reciprocal legal and moral culture in early modern natural law, which had the capacity to recognize indigenous land rights and sovereignty until a corrupting mix of European racism, land hunger and imperialist politics allowed it to be replaced by a positivist law doing the bidding of the imperial sovereign, with 
